TSW
Exam Proof Training 18 Dec 2008
Name:

Note: the proofs should be done in natural style by using the techniques discussed in the lecture. Note
also that we use P [x] and f [x] for “P applied to x” and “f applied to x”, respectively (instead of the
usual P (x), f (x)).
1. Prove: ((P ⇒ R) ∨ (Q ⇒ R)) ⇔ ((P ∧ Q) ⇒ R)
2. Prove: (∀x (P [x] ⇒ Q)) ⇒ ((∃x P [x]) ⇒ Q)
3. For each symbol occuring in the following formula, specify whether it is a: logical quantifier, logical
connective, predicate symbol, function symbol, variable, or constant. (Note that functions and predicates
can also be constant or variable.)
∀f ∀a C[f, a] ⇔ ∀>0 ∃δ>0 ∀x (|x − a| < δ ⇒ |f [x] − f [a]| < )
4. In the previous definition, C denotes continuity, f denotes a real function of real argument, and a, x, δ
and  denote real numbers. Formulate and prove the statement that the sum of continuos functions in
continuos. Emphasize the properties from the theory of real numbers which are necessary for this proof
(definition of f1 + f2 , properties of minimum and of absolute value, etc.).
5. Formulate the definition of a partition of a set A (set of subsets of A, covering it, non-intersecting,
and without the empty set).
6. In the following formulae, n stands for a natural number, and t stands for a tuple (i. e. list of
elements). Examples of tuples are: hi (the empty list), ha, bi (a list with two elements).
The function Tail removes the first element of a nonempty tuple. Example:
Tail[ha, b, ci] = hb, ci.
Consider the following definitions:
F [hi] = 0
∀t¬=hi F [t] = 1 + F [Tail[t]]
∀n G[n, hi] = n
∀t¬=hi ∀n G[n, t] = G[n + 1, Tail[t]]
Use these equalities as rewrite rules in order to compute the expressions: F [ha, b, ci] and G[0, ha, b, ci].
7. Using the formulae above, prove:
∀t F [t] = G[0, t].
Hint: prove first ∀t ∀n G[n, t] = n + F [t]. For proving the latter, consider the predicate P [t] defined as
∀n G[n, t] = n + F [t] and use the induction principle for tuples in order to prove ∀t P [t]. (One must prove
P [hi] and ∀t¬=hi (P [T ail[t]] ⇒ P [t]).) Note that for proving equalities it is enough to transform both
sides by using known equalities as rewrite rules (and, of course, if necessary, the appropriate properties
of natural numbers and tuples).

